[Investigation on the distribution and serotyping of V. parahaemolyticus isolated from marine products and environment in Zhoushan archipelago].
Isolation for V. parahaemolyticus from 1003 samples of marine products and environment was attempted in Zhoushan archipelago in 1986-1987. The results showed that V. parahaemolyticus could be detected from all kinds of marine products, the positive rate was between 40%-100%. The V. parahaemolyticus was detected in all samples from the environment. The main O groups were O2, O5, O1, O4, O3 and O12, the O9 groups was not detected. Although 103 serotypes have been detected, the main serotypes were O1K32, O5K17, O5K15, O2K28, O2K3 and O12K51(52), 17.9% of the strains could not be typed.